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Motivation
With the emergence of powerful voice recognition
systems like Alexa, Siri, and co., people are becom-
ing fond of using voice activation instead of phys-
ical input. Together with the rapid growth of the
Internet of Things (IoT), an increasing number of
embedded devices are being deployed in various set-
tings that could benefit from voice activation. How-
ever, embedded devices are often not as powerful
and only have a fraction of memory and computa-
tion performance available to them. As a first step,
we want to provide voice authentication that could
be used to detect people’s presence in a room (e.g.,
to easily clock in and out of work), or that could
eliminate the need for bulky keyboard or pin code
inputs. Instead of these input components, only
a small and cheap microphone would need to be
added.
Our goal is to bring voice authentication to deeply
embedded device with little resources, and to inves-
tigate the aforementioned use cases. To do this, we
need to understand the key problem. Voice authen-
tication requires machine learning (ML), which in
turn typically requires powerful computers and a lot
of memory. Therefore, a vital step is to understand
and balance the requirements for voice authentica-
tion and the restrictions of deeply embedded de-
vices.

Goals and Tasks
Within this context, the student can explore several
directions and perform different tasks:

• Understand how state-of-the-art voice authen-
tication systems work and investigate how they
can be shrunk to fit on embedded devices;

• Develop a novel lightweight voice authentica-
tion model/scheme that fits even on the small-
est of devices;

• Evaluate if and how much voice recordings from
cheap microphones differ from expensive ones
that are found in state-of-the-art voice authen-
tication devices;

• Develop a prototype of a voice authentication
system running on e.g., an nRF5340-dk.

Target Group

• Students of ICE/Telematics;

• Students of Computer Science;

• Students of Electrical Engineering.

Required Prior Knowledge

• Knowledge of machine learning;

• Skills in Python and C programming;

• Experience with microcontrollers.
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